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The out-of-equilibrium dynamics of interaction quenched finite ultracold bosonic ensembles in
periodically driven one-dimensional optical lattices is investigated. It is shown that periodic driving
enforces the bosons in the outer wells of the finite lattice to exhibit out-of-phase dipole-like modes,
while in the central well the atomic cloud experiences a local breathing mode. The dynamical
behavior is investigated with varying driving frequency, revealing a resonant-like behavior of
the intra-well dynamics. An interaction quench in the periodically driven lattice gives rise to
admixtures of different excitations in the outer wells, an enhanced breathing in the center and
an amplification of the tunneling dynamics. We observe then multiple resonances between the
inter- and intra-well dynamics at different quench amplitudes, with the position of the resonances
being tunable via the driving frequency. Our results pave the way for future investigations on the
use of combined driving protocols in order to excite different inter- and intra-well modes and to
subsequently control them.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ultracold atoms in optical lattices offer an ideal plat-
form for simulating certain problems of condensed mat-
ter physics and constitute many-body systems exhibit-
ing a diversity of physical phenomena. In particular,
the understanding of the non-equilibrium dynamics of
strongly correlated many-body systems in optical lat-
tices is currently one of the most challenging problems
for both theory and experiment. This dynamics is typ-
ically triggered by an external periodic driving [1–4] or
an instantaneous change (quench) of a Hamiltonian pa-
rameter [5]. Remarkable dynamical phenomena employ-
ing a periodic driving [1, 2] of the optical lattice include
Bloch-oscillations [6–8], the realization of the superfluid
to Mott insulator phase transition [9], topological states
of matter [10], artificial gauge fields [11], the realization of
ferromagnetic domains [12, 13] and even applications to
quantum computation [14]. On the other hand, quench
dynamics enables us to explore among others the light-
cone-effect in the spreading of correlations [15, 16], the
Kibble-Zurek mechanism [17, 18] or the question of ther-
malization [19, 20]. Driving or quenches can also be
used in order to generate energetically low-lying collec-
tive modes, such as the dipole [21, 22] or the breathing
mode [23–27]. In general, a sudden displacement or a
periodic shaking of the external trap induces a dipole
oscillation of the atomic cloud, while a quench on the
frequency of the trap excites a breathing mode of the
cloud. These modes constitute a main probe both for
theoretical investigations, to understand and interpret
the non-equilibrium dynamics, and for experiments, as
they can be used in order to measure key quantities of
trapped many-body systems [23].
Recently, increasing effort has been devoted to con-
trol the atomic motion in optical lattices by subjecting
them to a time-periodic external driving [28–31] and in-
vestigating the optimal driving protocol [32–34]. In this
direction, it is important to carefully explore and design
the relevant driving protocol to transfer the energy to the
desired final degrees of freedom. To trigger or even con-
trol a certain type of (collective) modes of the dynamics,
widely used techniques in the literature constitute either
the periodic driving of the lattice potential, e.g. a lattice
shaking, or a quench of a parameter of the system, e.g. a
lattice amplitude quench or an interaction quench. In the
former case a tunable local dipole mode and a resonant
intra-well dynamics were recently explored by shaking an
optical lattice [35]. On the other hand, in the latter case
it has been shown [36] that a sudden increase of the inter-
particle repulsion in a non-driven lattice induces a rich
inter-well as well as intra-well dynamics which can be
coupled and consequently mixed for certain quench am-
plitudes. However, for decreasing repulsive forces [37] the
accessible inter-well tunneling channels are much fewer
compared to the excited intra-well modes, and in partic-
ular no resonant dynamics can be observed. From the
above analysis it becomes evident that a crucial ingre-
dient for the design and further control of the dynamics
is the choice of the driving protocol of the system: By
using different driving schemes, different types of excited
modes are induced, i.e. different energetical channels can
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2be triggered. In this direction, an intriguing question is
how a combination of periodic driving and interaction
quenches can be used to steer the dynamics of the sys-
tem and as a consequence the coupling of the inter-well
and intra-well modes. Such an investigation will, among
others, permit us to gain a deeper understanding of the
underlying microscopic mechanisms, and will allow us to
activate certain energy channels by using specific driving
protocols for the control of the different processes.
In the spirit of the above-posed question we investi-
gate in the present work the quantum dynamics of inter-
action quenched few-boson ensembles trapped in period-
ically driven finite optical lattices. Concerning the peri-
odic driving, a vibration of the optical lattice is employed.
This scheme, in contrast to shaking, induces out-of-phase
dipole modes among the outer wells and a local breathing
mode in the central well of the finite lattice. We cover
the dynamics of the periodically driven lattice with vary-
ing driving frequency in the complete range from adia-
batic to high frequency driving. In particular we observe
for the intermediate driving frequency regime, being in-
tractable by current state of the art analytical methods
[1, 2], a resonant-like behavior of the intra-well dynamics.
This resonance is accompanied by a rich excitation spec-
trum and an enhanced inter-well tunneling as compared
to adiabatic or high intensity driving and it is mainly
of single particle character. Indeed, it survives upon in-
creasing interaction obtaining faint additional features
the most remarkable being the co-tunneling of an atom
pair [31, 38]. To induce a correlated many-body dynam-
ics we employ an interaction quench on top of the driven
lattice, thus opening energetically higher inter-well and
intra-well channels. As a consequence the inter-well tun-
neling is amplified even for adiabatic driving and admix-
tures of excitations possessing breathing-like and dipole-
like components are generated. Remarkably enough, as a
function of the quench amplitude, the system experiences
multiple resonances between the inter- and intra-well dy-
namics. This observation indicates the high degree of
controlability of the system especially for the excited
modes under such a combination of driving protocols and
it is arguably one of our central results. To the best of our
knowledge, this multifold mode coupling behavior unrav-
eled with a composite driving protocol has never been re-
ported before. Moreover, the position of the above men-
tioned resonances is tunable via the driving frequency
allowing for further control of the mode coupling in opti-
cal lattices. Finally, the realization of intensified loss of
coherence caused either by the resonant driving or by a
quench on top of the driving is an additional indicator for
the observed phenomena. To obtain a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the microscopic properties of the strongly
driven and interacting system, we focus on the few-body
dynamics in small lattices (specifically, four bosons in a
triple well setup). However, we provide strong evidence
that our findings apply equally to larger lattice systems
and particle numbers. All calculations to solve the un-
derlying many-body Schro¨dinger equation are performed
by employing the Multi-Configuration Time-Dependent
Hartree method for Bosons (MCTDHB) [39, 40], which
is especially designed to treat the out-of-equilibrium
quantum dynamics of interacting bosons under time-
dependent modulations.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec.II we explain
our setup and introduce the multi-band expansion and
the basic observables that we shall use in order to inter-
pret the dynamics. Sec.III presents the effects resulting
from an interaction quench of a driven triple well for fill-
ing factors larger than unity. Sec.IV. presents the dynam-
ics for filling factors smaller than unity. We summarize
our findings and give an outlook in Sec.V. In Appendix A
the non-equilibrium dynamics induced by a driven har-
monic oscillator and simultaneously interaction quenched
bosonic cloud is briefly outlined. Appendix B briefly
comments on the resonant response of the driven lat-
tice and finally Appendix C describes our computational
method.
II. SETUP AND ANALYSIS TOOLS
In the present section we shall briefly report on our
theoretical framework. Firstly, we introduce the protocol
of the driven optical lattice and the many-body Hamilto-
nian. Secondly, the wavefunction representation in terms
of a multiband expansion and some basic observables for
the understanding of the inter- and intra-well modes of
the dynamics, are introduced.
A. Setup and Hamiltonian
To model a lattice vibration, with amplitude δ and an-
gular frequency ωD = 2pifD, a spatio-temporal sinusoidal
modulation is used to generate a lattice potential of the
form
Vbr(x; t) = V0sin
2[kx(1 + δ sin(ωDt))x], (1)
with lattice depth V0 and wave-vector kx =
pi
l , where l
denotes the distance between successive potential min-
ima. Such a potential can be realized e.g. via acousto-
optical modulators [12], which induce a frequency dif-
ference among counterpropagating laser beams. The
Hamiltonian of N identical bosons of mass M follow-
ing an interaction quench protocol upon the driven one-
dimensional lattice reads
H(x; t) =
N∑
i=1
p2i
2M
+ Vbr(xi; t) + g
(f)
1D
∑
i<j
δ(xi − xj), (2)
where g
(f)
1D = δg + g
(in)
1D , with g
(in)
1D , g
(f)
1D being the initial
and final interaction strengths respectively and δg de-
notes the corresponding perturbation. The short-range
interaction potential between particles located at posi-
tions xi, is modeled by a Dirac delta-function. The
3interaction is well described by s-wave scattering and
the effective 1D coupling strength [41] becomes g1D =
2~2a0
Ma2⊥
(
1− |ζ(1/2)|a0√
2a⊥
)−1
. The transversal length scale is
a⊥ =
√
~
Mω⊥
, with ω⊥ the frequency of the confinement,
while a0 denotes the 3D s-wave scattering length. The
interaction strength can be tuned either via a0 with the
aid of Feshbach resonances [42, 43], or via the transversal
confinement frequency ω⊥ [44–46].
In the following, for reasons of universality the Hamil-
tonian (2) is rescaled in units of the recoil energy ER =
~2k2x
2M . Then, the corresponding length, time and fre-
quency scales are given in units of k−1x , ω
−1
R = ~E
−1
R and
ωR, respectively. For our simulations we have used a suf-
ficiently large lattice depth of the order of V0 = 10.0ER,
such that each well includes three localized single-particle
Wannier states. The confinement of the bosons in the m-
well system is imposed by the use of hard-wall boundary
conditions at the appropriate position xσ = ±mpi2kx . Fi-
nally, for computational convenience we shall set ~ =
M = kx = 1 and therefore all quantities below are given
in dimensionless units.
B. Wavefunction representation and basic
observables
To understand the microscopic properties and analyze
the dynamics, the notion of non-interacting multiband
Wannier number states is employed. The presently used
lattice potential is deep enough for the Wannier states
between different wells to have a very small overlap for
not too high energetic excitation. In the case of a peri-
odically driven potential the above description can still
be valid if the driving amplitude is small enough in com-
parison to the lattice constant l, i.e. δ  l such that
each localized Wannier function is assigned to a certain
well and the respective band-mixing is fairly small. For
δ  l the use of a time-dependent Wannier basis is more
adequate. Summarizing, for a system with N bosons,
m-wells and j localized single particle states [36, 37] the
expansion of the many-body bosonic wavefunction reads
|Ψ〉 =
∑
{Ni},{Ii}
C{Ni};{Ii}
∣∣∣N (I1)1 , N (I2)2 , ..., N (Im)m 〉, (3)
where
∣∣∣N (I1)1 , N (I2)2 , ..., Nm(Im)〉 is the multiband
Wannier number state, the element Ni
(Ii) =
|n(1)i 〉 ⊗ |n(2)i 〉 ⊗ .... ⊗ |n(j)i 〉 denotes the number of
bosons being localized in the i-th well, and Ii indexes
the corresponding energetic excitation order. In par-
ticular, |n(k)i 〉 refers to the number of bosons which
reside at the i-th well and k-th band, satisfying the
closed subspace constraint
∑m
i=1
∑j
k=1 n
(k)
i = N . For
instance, in a setup with N = 4 bosons confined in
a triple well i.e. m = 3, which includes k = 3 single
particle states, the state |1(0) ⊗ 1(1), 1(0), 1(0)〉 indicates
that in every well one boson occupies the zeroth excited
band, but in the left well there is one extra boson
localized in the first excited band. For this setup it
is also important to notice that one can realize four
different energetic classes of number states, namely
the quadruple mode {∣∣4(I1), 0(I2), 0(I3)〉+ } (Q), the
triple mode {∣∣3(I1), 1(I2), 0(I3)〉+ } (T), the double pair
mode {∣∣2(I1), 2(I2), 0(I3)〉+ } (DP), and the single pair
mode {∣∣2(I1), 1(I2), 1(I3)〉+ } (SP), where  stands
for all corresponding permutations. It is important
to note that, for later convenience, we consider only
the corresponding subclass with isoenergetic states and
not all members which would also include energetically
unequal number states, e.g. for the single pair mode
{∣∣2(I1), 1(I2), 1(I3)〉, ∣∣1(I1), 2(I2), 1(I3)〉, ∣∣1(I1), 1(I2), 2(I3)〉}.
Also, in the present consideration for a given set of
excitation indices I = (I1, I2, I3), the above-mentioned
class of number states we are focusing on have similar
on-site energies and will contribute significantly to the
same eigenstates. Indexing each such class by α, we
adopt the more compact notation |q〉α;I for the charac-
terization of the eigenstates in terms of number states,
where the index q refers to the spatial occupation. For
instance {|q〉3;I} with I = (1, 0, 0) represent the eigen-
states which are dominated by the set of the triple pair
states {∣∣3(1), 1(0), 0(0)〉, ∣∣0(0), 3(1), 1(0)〉, ∣∣1(0), 0(0), 3(1)〉,∣∣1(0), 3(1), 0(0)〉, ∣∣0(0), 1(0), 3(1)〉, ∣∣3(1), 0(0), 1(0)〉}, and
the index q runs from 1 to 6.
Below, a few basic observables which refer to the inter-
and intra-well generated modes are introduced and their
expansion in terms of the multiband number state ba-
sis is given. Note that from here on we shall denote
by |Ψ(0)〉 = ∑
q;α;I
Cqα;I|q〉α;I the initial wavefunction in
terms of the eigenstates |q〉α;I of the final Hamiltonian.
A time resolved measure for the impact of the exter-
nal driving on the system is provided via the fidelity
F{λi}(t) =
∣∣〈Ψ(0)| Ψ{λi}(t)〉∣∣2, being the overlap between
the time evolved and the initial (ground) state. Note the
dependence of the fidelity on the set of parameters {λi},
e.g. the driving frequency ωD, the interaction strength g,
the particle number N etc. The expansion of the fidelity
reads
F{λi}(t) =
∑
q1;α;I
∣∣∣Cq1α;I∣∣∣4 + ∑
q1,q2;α,β;I
∣∣∣Cq1α;I∣∣∣2
×
∣∣∣Cq2β;I∣∣∣2 cos(q1α;I − q2β;I)t.
(4)
The second term on the right-hand-side of the above ex-
pression contains the energy difference between two dis-
tinct number states and therefore offers to be a measure
of the tunneling process. The indices α, β indicate a par-
ticular number state group [36], qi is the intrinsic index
within each group, I corresponds to the respective en-
ergetical level and  refers to the corresponding on-site
energy of a particular number state and energetical level.
4For the investigation of the intra-well dynamics it
is appropriate to employ a local density analysis. To
measure the instantaneous spreading of the cloud in
the i-th well we define the operator of the second mo-
ment σ2i (t) =
〈
Ψ|
(
x−R(i)CM
)2
|Ψ
〉
[49]. Here R
(i)
CM =∫ d′i
di
dx
(
x− x(i)0
)
ρi(x)/
∫ d′i
di
dxρi(x) refers to the coordi-
nate of the center-of-mass [47, 48], x
(i)
0 denotes the cen-
tral point of the i-th well under investigation, di, d
′
i cor-
respond to the instantaneous limits of the wells, whereas
ρi(x) is the respective single particle density. Then, the
expansion of the second moment for the middle well in
terms of the eigenstates of the final Hamiltonian reads
σ2M (t) =
∑
α;q1;I
∣∣∣Cq1a;I∣∣∣2α;I 〈q1|(x−R(i)CM)2|q1〉α;I
+ 2
∑
q1 6=q2
Re
(
C∗q1β;I C
q2
α;I
)
β;I 〈q1|
(
x−R(i)CM
)2
|q2〉α;I
× cos
(
ωq1β;I − ωq2α;I
)
t.
(5)
Finally, as a measure of the dipole motion the intra-
well asymmetry ∆ρa(t) = ρa,1(t)− ρa,2(t) is introduced.
Here, a particular well a (in a triple well a = L,M,R
stands for the left, middle and right well respectively) is
divided from the center point into two equal sections with
ρa,1(t) and ρa,2(t) being the respective integrated densi-
ties of the left and right parts during the evolution. The
expectation value of the asymmetry operator is expressed
as
〈Ψ|∆ρ(t) |Ψ〉 = ∑
q1;α;I
∣∣∣Cq1α;I∣∣∣2I;α 〈q1|∆ρ |q1〉α;I
+ 2
∑
q1 6=q2
Re
(
C∗q1α;IC
q2
β;I
)
I;α 〈q1|∆ρ |q2〉β;I
× cos
[(
ωq1α;I − ωq2β;I
)
t
]
.
(6)
C. First order coherence
The spectral representation of the reduced one-body
density matrix [50–52] reads
ρ1(x, x
′; t) =
M∑
α=1
nα(t)ϕα(x, t)ϕ
∗
α(x
′, t), (7)
where ϕα(x, t) are the so-called natural orbitals and M
corresponds to the considered number of orbitals. The
population eigenvalues nα(t) ∈ [0, 1] characterize the
fragmentation of the system [53–55, 57]: For only one
macroscopically occupied orbital the system is said to be
condensed, otherwise it is fragmented.
To quantify the degree of first order coherence during
the dynamics, the normalized spatial first order correla-
tion function g(1)(x, x′; t) is defined
g(1)(x, x′; t) =
ρ1(x, x
′; t)√
ρ1(x; t)ρ1(x′; t)
. (8)
It is known that for |g(1)(x, x′; t)|2 < 1 the corresponding
visibility of interference fringes in an interference experi-
ment is less than 100% and this case is referred to as loss
of coherence. On the contrary, when |g(1)(x, x′; t)|2 = 1
the fringe visibility of the interference pattern is maxi-
mal and is referred to as full coherence. The above quan-
tity depends strongly on the various parameters of the
Hamiltonian, and an investigation of the aforementioned
dependence will be given in Sec. IV.
III. INTERACTION QUENCH DYNAMICS ON
A DRIVEN LATTICE FOR FILLING FACTOR
ν > 1
To analyze the dynamics of our system, it is instruc-
tive first to comment on the relation between the ground
state and its dominant interaction dependent spatial
configuration employing the multiband expansion. Let
us consider a setup with four bosons in a triple well
(which is our workhorse). Within the weak interac-
tion regime 0 < g < 0.1 the dominant spatial config-
uration of the system is |1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉, while states of
double-pair, e.g. |2(0), 2(0), 0(0)〉, and triple-pair occu-
pancy, e.g. |1(0), 3(0), 0(0)〉, possess a small contribution.
In the intermediate interaction regime 0.1 < g < 1.0 the
system is described by a superposition of lowest-band
states which are predominantly of single-pair occupancy,
e.g. |1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉, |2(0), 1(0), 1(0)〉, and double-pair oc-
cupancy, e.g. |2(0), 2(0), 0(0)〉, while energetically higher
states to the first excited-band start to be occupied. For
further increasing repulsion, e.g. 1.0 < g < 5.0, the ex-
cited states gain more population and the corresponding
ground state configuration is characterized by an admix-
ture of ground- (predominantly of single pair occupancy)
and excited-band (to the first and even to the second
band) states.
In the following, we shall investigate the effect of an
interaction quench upon a periodically driven finite lat-
tice. Note that we consider interaction quenches imposed
at t = 0 or after a short transient time. The resulting
dynamics is qualitatively the same. We shall refer, for
brevity, to the effect of an interaction quench performed
at t = 0, i.e. when also the periodic driving starts. To
be more specific, below we shall firstly explore the effect
of an interaction quench for various driving frequencies
and compare the induced dynamics with an unquenched
system. Subsequently, the dynamics for a fixed driving
frequency while varying the quench amplitude is investi-
gated. We remark that in each case we consider quench
amplitudes for which the induced above-barrier transport
is suppressed.
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FIG. 1. (a) Time evolution of the fidelity F{ωD}(t) as a function of the driving frequency ωD. The driving amplitude is δ = 0.03
and the initial state corresponds to the ground state of four weakly interacting bosons with g = 0.05 confined in a triple well.
Inset: Mean response F¯{ωD} at ωD = 0.75 and at ωD = 2.75 for different interparticle repulsion g = 0.5 and g = 3.0 as a
function of the particle number N (see legend). (b) Same as (a) but for a fixed interaction quench, with amplitude δg = 2.0,
on top of the driven triple well. (c) Deviation from unity of the first natural occupation number, i.e. λ(t) = 1 − n1(t) during
the evolution for different driving frequencies ωD (see legend). The effect of a stronger interparticle repulsion for g = 1.0 at
ωD = 3.0 in the fragmentation process is also shown. (d) The same as (c) but for a fixed interaction quench, δg = 2.0, upon
the driving.
A. Case I: Interaction quench dynamics for
different driving frequencies
We shall explore the effect of an interaction quench
on top of a periodically driven triple well potential
with four bosons in the weak interaction regime (g =
0.05), where the dominant spatial configuration of the
ground state corresponds to states of single-pair occu-
pancy e.g. |1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉. To demonstrate the differ-
ence between the dynamics of the quenched and the un-
quenched bosonic ensemble let us firstly investigate the
response of an explicitly driven system, i.e. with δg = 0.
Figure 1(a) shows F{ωD}(t) (see also Sec. II.B) with vary-
ing ωD. It is observed that for 0 < ωD < 1.5 (nearly
adiabatic driving) or very intense driving ωD > 12.0 the
system remains essentially unperturbed. In between, an
interesting stripe pattern occurs. To be self-contained,
in the following, let us classify the frequency intervals
∆ωD1 ≡ [2.0, 6.0] and ∆ωD2 ≡ [7.0, 11.0], (9)
where the time evolved state of the periodically driven
system deviates significantly from the initial (ground)
state. Indeed, for ωD ∈ ∆ωD1 ≡ [2.0, 6.0] the minimal
overlap during the dynamics drops down to 0.1, whereas
for ωD ∈ ∆ωD2 ≡ [7.0, 11.0] the system maximally de-
parts from the initial state by a percentage of the order
of 30%. To probe the effect of the interactions and of
the driving frequency on the overall dynamics, the inset
of Figure 1(a) illustrates F¯{ωD} =
∫ T
0
dtF{ωD}(t)/T , (T
denotes the considered evolution time) at ωD = 1.5 and
at ωD = 2.75 ∈ ∆ωD1 for different initial interactions and
particle number. Focusing on the same driving frequency
ωD and a large interparticle interaction we observe that
the mean response of the system decreases as a function
of the particle number and therefore the system can be
driven more efficiently out-of-equilibrium. The same ob-
servation holds for a fixed interaction strength and par-
ticle number but a driving frequency below and in the
region ∆ωD1 , e.g. for N = 4, g = 3, F¯{ωD=1.5} = 0.9405,
6while F¯{ωD=2.75} = 0.1202. Let us now inspect how an
interaction quench distorts the fidelity evolution. Fig-
ure 1(b) shows F{ωD,δg}(t) for δg = 2.0 (performed at
t = 0, i.e. simultaneously with the driving) with varying
ωD. It is observed that the combination of driving and
interaction quench brings the system significantly out-of-
equilibrium for every driving frequency. To understand
the effect of the quench on the system let us compare
Figure 1(b) with Figure 1(a) for the fidelity evolution of
the driven but unquenched system. Indeed, an interac-
tion quench introduces more energy into the system and
as a consequence the final evolving state deviates signif-
icantly from the initial one even in the region of adia-
batic driving, e.g. ωD = 0.5 or high frequency driving,
e.g. ωD = 14.0, as seen in Figure 1(b). For instance,
F¯{ωD=1.0,δg=0} = 0.98 and F¯{ωD=1.0,δg=2.0} = 0.81, while
F¯{ωD=14.0,δg=0} = 0.92 and F¯{ωD=14.0,δg=2.0} = 0.78. Fi-
nally, as an estimate we report that according to our
simulations the deviation of F¯ between the unquenched
and the quenched system ranges from 12% to 70%.
To analyze the role of dynamical fragmentation [55, 56]
(see Eq.(7)), Figure 1(c) shows the deviation from unity,
λ(t) = 1 − n1(t), during the evolution of the first nat-
ural population for different driving frequencies ωD and
no quench. Note here that even λ(0) 6= 0, i.e. as a result
of the finite repulsion the initial state possesses a small
degree of fragmentation. As shown λ(t), is always signifi-
cantly above zero, confirming the fragmentation process.
Focusing on different ωD’s we note that the temporal
average of the fragmentation, i.e. λ¯ =
∫
dtλ(t)/T , in-
creases if ωD ∈ ∆ωD1∪∆ωD2 , while for the regions where
F{ωD} ' 1 it reduces but never tends to a perfectly con-
densed state. Note also that for ωD 6∈ ∆ωD1 ∪ ∆ωD2 ,
λ(t) possesses small amplitude oscillations, whereas for
ωD ∈ ∆ωD1 ∪∆ωD2 the external driving introduces large
amplitude variations in λ(t). As expected the interparti-
cle repulsion supports the fragmentation process (see λ(t)
for ωD = 3.0, g = 1.0 and δg = 0.0 in Figure 1(c)). The
effect of an interaction quench on the fragmentation pro-
cess is shown in Figure 1(d) employing λ(t), for δg = 2.0
and the same driving frequencies as in Figure 1(c). A
tendency for a higher fragmented state for every ωD at
least for certain time periods is manifest. Comparing λ(t)
for ωD below ∆ωD1 , with the unquenched case, we ob-
serve that the interaction quench introduces large ampli-
tude variations, while for ωD ∈ ∆ωD1 ∪∆ωD2 λ(t) shows
a monotonic increase towards a fully fragmented state.
Thus, in conclusion, the fragmentation process under an
interaction quench is enhanced, which is attributed to
the consequent raise of the interparticle repulsion.
To identify the effect of an interaction quench on the
one-body level, Figure 2 compares ρ1(x, t) without and
with an interaction quench on top of the periodically
driven triple well for ωD = 0.75 and amplitude δ = 0.03.
Without quench, the one-body density (see Figure 2(a))
shows a weak response, a local dipole mode in the outer
wells and a local breathing mode (hardly visible in Fig-
ure 2(a) due to weak driving) in the central well occur
due to the combination of the parity of the lattice (odd
number of sites) and the driving scheme. The dynamics
in the central well shows a compression and decompres-
sion, while the outer wells are shaken (for a lattice with
an even number of sites the generated intra-well mode
will solely be a local dipole mode). As can be seen, by
performing a quench (see Figure 2(b)) with δg = 2.0, the
breathing-like mode in the central well is enhanced, while
in the outer wells the cloud exhibits admixtures of excita-
tions consisting of a dipole and a breathing component.
Focusing on the dynamics of the left well it is obvious
that the atomic cloud oscillates inside the well with a
varying amplitude, i.e. it performs an oscillation with
a simultaneous compression and decompression. Finally,
the inter-well tunneling mode which is manifested as a
direct population transport from the middle to the outer
wells and accompanies the whole process is amplified. To
illustrate explicitly the evolution of the atomic cloud in
each well we follow the ρ1(x, t) = 0.25 of the local density,
shown as the thick white line on top of the density. It
is observed that in the central well the cloud compresses
and decompresses during the evolution, while in the outer
wells the cloud oscillates changing also its width (in Ap-
pendix A, this mode is generated in a harmonic trap for
a deeper understanding).
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of the one-body density ρ1(x, t)
caused by a periodically driven triple well with (a) ωD = 0.75
and (b) a simultaneous interaction quench with amplitude
δg = 2.0. White contours, at ρ1(x, t) = 0.25, are plotted on
top in order to facilitate a comparison of the atomic motion
between the unquenched (a) and the quenched system (b).
The driving amplitude is fixed to the value δ = 0.03 and the
initial state corresponds to the ground state of four weakly
interacting bosons with g = 0.05.
To obtain a quantitative understanding of the inter-
well tunneling dynamics, let us investigate the spectrum
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FIG. 3. (a) Spectrum of the fidelity F{ωD}(ω) as a function
of the driving frequency ωD. The black dots correspond to
F{ωD,δg=0.0}(ω), i.e. to the unquenched system, while the red
empty circles refer to F{ωD,δg=2.0}(ω) , i.e. to the case of a
simultaneous interaction quench with amplitude δg = 2.0 on
top of the driving. Inset (a1): Tunneling probabilities A1(t),
A2(t) and A3(t) (see main text and legend) at ωD = 2.75.
(b) Comparison of the single-particle tunneling probabilities
A1(t) in a periodically driven triple well without and with a
simultaneous interaction quench for various driving frequen-
cies ωD (see legend). The driving amplitude is fixed to the
value δ = 0.03 and the initial state corresponds to the ground
state of four weakly interacting bosons with g = 0.05.
of the fidelity, i.e. F{ωD,δg}(ω) =
1
pi
∫
dtF{ωD,δg}(t)e
iωt
(see also Eq.(4)). Figure 3(a) shows both the tun-
neling spectrum of the unquenched (see black line)
and the quenched system (see red line) with respect
to the driving frequency. Indeed, employing Eq.(4)
we obtain that for the unquenched system the domi-
nant tunneling process for every ωD corresponds to tun-
neling within the SP mode (e.g. between the states
|2(0), 1(0), 1(0)〉 and |1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉). It is important
here to note that for ωD ∈ ∆ωD1 additional tunnel-
ing modes from the SP to the DP mode (e.g. from
|1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉 to |2(0), 2(0), 0(0)〉) and from the SP to
the T mode (e.g. from |1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉 to |3(0), 1(0), 0(0)〉)
can be generated. To ilustrate this fact we depict
in the inset of Figure 3(a) the probabilities A1(t) =
| 〈2(0), 1(0), 1(0)|Ψ(t)〉 |2, A2(t) = | 〈2(0), 2(0), 0(0)|Ψ(t)〉 |2
and A3(t) = |
〈
3(0), 1(0), 0(0)|Ψ(t)〉 |2 at ωD = 2.75. It
is shown that A2(t) and A3(t) although suppressed in
comparison to A1(t) possess significant populations. We
remark here that a similar tunneling procedure corre-
sponding to atom-pair tunneling has already been ob-
served for few-atoms confined in a driven double-well in
[31]. However, for the quenched system the tunneling
takes place only within the SP mode, while the remain-
ing tunneling modes are supressed, due to the quench,
even for ωD ∈ ∆ωD1 . To illustrate the effect of an inter-
action quench upon the driven lattice, on the tunneling
dynamics, Figure 3(b) shows the probability A1(t) both
for the unquenched and the quenched system for various
driving frequencies. As it can be observed the effect of
the quench depends on the driving frequency. Indeed, for
ωD ≤ min(∆ωD1) the quench decreases the frequency of
the tunneling branch (see the red empty circles in Fig-
ure 3(a) which correspond to the interaction quenched
fidelity spectrum) and leads to a significant enhancement
of the amplitude of this tunneling branch (e.g. see the
blue and black line in Figure 3(b)). The latter is a con-
sequence of the fact that the interaction quench injects
energy to the system. However, for ωD > max(∆ωD1)
the tunneling branch is quite insensitive to the quench
by means that both the frequency and the amplitude of
the tunneling probability are slightly larger (see Figures
3(a) and (b)).
To determine the frequencies of the local dipole mode
in the outer wells we calculate the spectrum ∆ρL(ω) =
1
pi
∫
dt∆ρL(t)e
iωt. The analysis of the corresponding
breathing component will be performed in the next sub-
section, where we shall examine in more detail the effects
of the quench dynamics. Figure 4(a) presents ∆ρL(ω),
where two emergent frequency branches (denoted as (a1)
and (a2) in the spectrum) of the intra-well oscillations
are visible. It is observed that for driving frequencies
ωD ∈ [0, 1.5] the intra-well dipole mode possesses two
distinct frequencies which come into resonance in the re-
gion ωD ∈ [2, 3] and then for ωD > 3.0 are again well
separated. To gain insight into the impact of an inter-
action quench, performed on top of the driving, on the
intra-well density oscillations, Figure 4(b) shows ∆ρL(t),
at resonance (ωD = 2.875) for different quench ampli-
tudes, namely at δg = 0.0, 1.0 and 2.0. As expected
(resonance) ∆ρL(t) features a beating dynamics but with
an increasingly decaying envelope with increasing quench
amplitude, which is a direct effect of the interactions.
A similar dephasing behavior holds for the other ωD’s
where ∆ρL(t) does not exhibit a beating pattern. Con-
cerning the width of the resonant region different ampli-
tudes of the interaction quench lead to a slight broad-
ening of the resonant region. According to our calcula-
tions for the case with δg = 0 the resonant frequency
region corresponds to ωD ∈ [2, 3], while for δg = 1.0 and
δg = 2.0 the corresponding regions are ωD ∈ [1.8, 3.2]
and ωD ∈ [1.5, 3.5] respectively. Summarizing, one can
induce this resonant intra-well dynamics by adjusting the
driving frequency and by applying an interaction quench
to increase the width of the resonance and manipulate
the amplitude of the intra-well oscillations.
From another perspective the above-mentioned reso-
nant behavior can be illustrated by employing the occu-
pation of the zeroth band of the triple well during the
evolution. The probability of finding all the four bosons
within the zeroth band (employing the multiband expan-
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FIG. 4. (a) Spectrum of the intra-well asymmetry for the left well ∆ρL(ω) in a driven triple well, with respect to the driving
frequency ωD. The white rectangle indicates the region of the resonance. (b) Intra-well asymmetry evolution ∆ρL(t) at
resonance (ωD = 2.875) employing different interaction quenches (see legend). (c) Excitation probability |B{Ni};{Ii}|2 (see
main text) during the evolution for different driving frequencies ωD. (d) The same as (c) at ωD = 2.75 for different quenches on
the interparticle repulsion (see legend). The driving amplitude is fixed to the value δ = 0.03, while the initial state corresponds
to the ground state of four weakly interacting bosons with g = 0.05.
sion) reads
|B{Ni};{Ii}(t)|2 =
∑
{Ii}
|
〈
N
(I1)
1 , N
(I2)
2 , N
(I3)
3 |Ψ(t)
〉
|2,
(10)
where the summation is performed over the excitation
indices with the imposed constraints
∑3
i=1 n
(1)
i = N and∑3
i=1
∑3
j=2 n
(j)
i = 0 (see also Eq.(3)). Figure 4(c) shows
the probability |B{Ni};{Ii}(t)|2 for all the bosons to re-
side in the zeroth band for various driving frequencies
ωD and a fixed amplitude δ = 0.03. At resonance a
complete depopulation of the zeroth band at some spe-
cific time intervals is observed. To be more precise, this
probability exhibits a revival-like behavior on short time-
scales, and decays as time evolves (see in particular the
black dashed curve in Figure 4(c)). The local minima of
|B{Ni};{Ii}(t)|2 are connected to the enhancement of the
amplitude of the oscillations of the single-particle density
(see also Appendix B). On the other hand, for driving
frequencies away from ∆ωD1 the respective probability
for all the bosons to occupy the zeroth band is rather
large and is indeed dominant. However, significant con-
tributions e.g. at ωD = 5.25 or ωD = 9.25 (see Figure
4(c)) from excited configurations cannot be neglected,
especially in the regions ∆ωD1 , ∆ωD2 where the system
departs from the initial state (see also Figure 1(a)) in
a prominent way. Finally, in order to explore the im-
pact of the interaction quench at resonance, Figure 4(d)
shows |B{Ni};{Ii}(t)|2 for different quench amplitudes at
ωD = 2.75. It is observed that for larger interaction
quenches, this probability exhibits a more strongly de-
caying envelope which is a pure effect of the interactions.
As it can be seen for increasing quench amplitude the
probability for the system to remain in the zeroth band,
in the course of the dynamics, decays on increasingly
shorter time scales and the system is dominated by differ-
ent types of excitations, e.g. two, three or four particles
distributed in the first and second excited bands, as ex-
pected intuitively.
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FIG. 5. Time evolution of the fidelity F{ωD,δg}(t) in a period-
ically driven triple well with (a) ωD = 0.75 and (b) ωD = 2.75
as a function of the quench amplitude. The driving amplitude
is δ = 0.03, while the initial state corresponds to the ground
state of four weakly interacting bosons with g = 0.05.
B. Case II: Periodically driven dynamics for
different interaction quench amplitudes
In the following, we shall examine the impact of the
quench amplitude δg, focusing on two different driving
frequency regions, i.e. for an almost adiabatic periodic
driving and in the vicinity of the resonance (see also
Figure 1(a)). To obtain an overview of the dynamical
response, Figures 5(a) and (b) show the fidelity evo-
lution with respect to δg, for fixed driving frequencies
ωD = 0.75 and ωD = 2.75 respectively. As it is ex-
pected, for larger quench amplitudes the time-evolved
final state deviates from the initial (ground) state in a
prominent way. For instance, F¯{ωD=0.75,δg=0} = 0.95 and
F¯{ωD=0.75,δg=4.0} = 0.6, while F¯{ωD=2.75,δg=0} = 0.7 and
F¯{ωD=2.75,δg=4.0} = 0.4. Next, let us proceed with a more
detailed analysis in order to probe the effect of an inter-
action quench on the inter-well tunneling dynamics and
the intra-well excited modes.
To examine the tunneling dynamics, Figure 6(a)
presents the fidelity spectrum F{δg}(ω) = 1pi
∫
dtF{δg}(t)
as a function of the quench amplitude. Three inter-well
tunneling branches (a′1−a′3) can be identified. The lowest
branch (a′1), which dominates for strong quench ampli-
tudes, refers to the energy difference ∆ within the ener-
getically lowest-band states of the SP mode, e.g. from the
initial state |1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉 to a final state |2(0), 1(0), 1(0)〉
etc. The second branch (a′2) corresponds to tunneling
between the SP and DP modes, e.g. from |1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉
to |2(0), 2(0), 0(0)〉 etc. The third branch (a′3) refers to
a tunneling process among the SP and T modes, e.g.
from |1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉 to |3(0), 1(0), 0(0)〉 etc. The remain-
ing inter-well tunneling branches which correspond to
transitions of energetically higher different modes are
negligible in comparison to the aforementioned and there-
fore we can hardly identify them in Figure 6(a). To
probe the effect of the driving frequency on the tunnel-
ing spectrum, Figure 6(b) shows F{δg}(ω) at ωD = 2.75
(i.e. at resonance of an explicitly driven triple well) with
varying quench amplitude. The three observed tunneling
branches (b′1 − b′3) refer to the same transitions, i.e. be-
tween the same number states as addressed above, but
they are slightly shifted to higher frequencies as a con-
sequence of the higher driving frequency. The remaining
branches, e.g. a′4 and b
′
4, that are visible in the spectrum,
which show more prominent deviations for the different
driving frequencies correspond to other modes and inter-
band transitions and will be explained below.
To identify the frequencies of the local breathing mode
we resort to the second moment σ2i (ω) =
1
pi
∫
dtσ2i (t)e
iωt
for each well (see Sec. II.B and Eq.(5)). Focusing on
the left well, which possesses a breathing component (see
also Figure 2(b)) we calculate the frequency spectrum of
σ2L(ω) which matches the branch a
′
4 in the fidelity spec-
trum (see Figure 6(a)). Most importantly this frequency
branch resonates with two distinct tunneling branches at
different quench amplitudes, namely at δg ≈ 1.0 with the
branch a′3 (see the elipse in Figure 6(a)) and at δg ≈ 2.8
with the branch a′2 (see the dashed elipse in Figure 6(a))
of the tunneling. Turning to the middle well, Figure 6(c)
presents σ2M (ω), thus showing two main peaks (a
′′
1 -a
′′
2)
with respect to the quench amplitude. The lowest of
these peaks refers to a tunneling mode (see also Figure
6(a)) being identified from the energy difference within
the energetically lowest states of the SP mode. The ap-
pearance of this peak in the spectrum is due to the fact
that the tunneling can induce a modulation on the width
of the local wavepacket. The second peak located at
ω2 ≈ 4.5 refers to an inter-band process, i.e. to a tran-
sition from |1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉 to |1(0), 1(0) ⊗ 1(2), 1(0)〉. In-
specting now more carefully the fidelity spectrum in Fig-
ure 6(a) we observe that the latter breathing frequency
branch a′′2 (being denoted as a
′
5 in Figure 6(a)) comes
into a resonance with the highest tunneling frequency
branch (a′3) at large quench amplitudes δg ≈ 5.2. How-
ever, this tunneling branch is not visible in Figure 6(c)
due to its small amplitude in comparison to the breath-
ing (a′′2) branch. To comment on the dependence of the
breathing peak (a′′2) on the interaction quench we ob-
serve that it is more sensitive to δg for 0.0 < gf < 2.5,
otherwise it is approximately constant. To probe the ef-
fect of the driving frequency on the breathing branch of
the middle well, Figure 6(d) illustrates the spectrum of
σ2M (ω) with respect to a varying δg for ωD = 2.75. The
respective breathing branches denoted as b′′1 , b
′′
2 in the
Figure, are slightly disturbed in comparison to the case
with ωD = 0.75. Concerning the first one, we have al-
ready commented on its deviation in our discussion of
Figures 6(a), (b). Focusing now on the highest frequency
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FIG. 6. As a function of the quench amplitude δg are shown: fidelity spectrum F{ωD,δg}(ω) for (a) ωD = 0.75 and (b)
ωD = 2.75. (c,d) Spectrum of the local-breathing mode (σ
2
M (ω)) for the middle well of the periodically driven triple well with
(c) ωD = 0.75 and (d) ωD = 2.75. (e,f) Spectrum of the local-dipole mode (∆ρL(ω)) for the left well of the driven triple well
with (e) ωD = 0.75 and (f) ωD = 2.75. The solid and dashed elipses indicate the positions of the resonances between the
tunneling and the breathing or dipole branches (see main text). The driving amplitude is δ = 0.03, while the initial state
corresponds to the ground state of four weakly interacting bosons with g = 0.05.
branch of the breathing a significant alteration is ob-
served: for small quench amplitudes, 0.0 < δg < 0.8,
it possesses a single frequency, while for δg > 0.8 the
branch splits into two, with slightly different frequen-
cies. The first is near to the corresponding frequency
for ωD = 0.75 but slightly larger, while the second is
larger than both. Finally, let us quantitatively examine
the dipole component in the outer wells by employing
the frequency spectrum ∆ρL(ω) =
1
pi
∫
dt∆ρL(t)e
iωt for
various quench amplitudes. Figure 6(e) shows ∆ρL(ω)
where we can identify three dominant peaks (denoted as
a′′′1 −a′′′3 ) which are located at ω′′′1 ≈ 1.2, ω′′′3 ≈ 2.5, while
ω′′′2 is quench dependent. The steady frequency branches
(a′′′1 and a
′′′
3 ) correspond to the dipole mode and refer
to inter-band transitions, e.g. from |1(0), 2(0), 1(0)〉 to
|1(0) ⊗ 1(1), 1(0), 1(0)〉 or to |1(0) ⊗ 1(2), 1(0), 1(0)〉 respec-
tively. On the other hand, the quench dependent fre-
quency peak (a′′′2 ) is related to the third inter-well tunnel-
ing mode (being denoted in Figure 6(a) as a′3). As shown
in Figure 6(e) the latter branch a′′′2 experiences two res-
onances with each dipole branch at different quench am-
plitudes, namely at δg ≈ 0.7 with the lowest frequency
dipole branch (a′′′1 ) and at δg ≈ 3.0 with the higher fre-
quency dipole branch a′′′3 . Moreover, by examining once
more the fidelity spectrum (Figure 6(a)) more carefully, it
is obsrved that the highest frequency dipole branch expe-
riences a resonance with the second inter-well tunneling
mode (a′2) at δg ≈ 5.0. In order to conclude on the depen-
dence of the dipole branches on the driving frequency we
show in Figure 6(f) the ∆ρL(ω) at ωD = 2.75. As shown
the lower frequency dipole branch (a′′′1 ) is strongly depen-
dent on the driving frequency (see branch b′′′1 in Figure
6(f)), while the higher frequency branch (a′′′3 ) is essen-
tially unaffected. Most importantly, the aforementioned
resonant behavior is still existing for ωD = 2.75 but in
this case two more resonances appear in the spectrum
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FIG. 7. Time evolution of the one-body density ρ1(x, t) in a periodically driven eleven-well potential for different driving
frequencies: (a) ωD = 1.25 and (b) ωD = 2.875. The driving amplitude is fixed to the value δ = 0.03, while the initial state
corresponds to the ground state of five weakly interacting bosons with g = 0.05. (c) Probability of finding all the bosons in
the central well (PM (t)) during the evolution for different driving frequencies ωD (see legend). (d) The same as (c) but for
ωD = 0.75 and different quench amplitudes δg (see the legend).
(see Figure 6(b)) due to a shift of the lowest frequency
dipole branch. These resonances are located at δg ≈ 2.1
and δg ≈ 4.0 and refer to a coupling among the second
(b′2) and third (b
′
3) tunneling branches with the lowest
frequency dipole branch.
In the next section, we proceed to the investigation of a
system with filling ν < 1 in order to generalize our find-
ings. In particular, by considering a setup with eleven
wells and five particles we demonstrate that the above
discussed resonant behavior for the intra-well dynamics
induced by an explicitly driven potential is present also
here. Subsequently, we explore the impact of an interac-
tion quench.
IV. QUENCH DYNAMICS IN THE DRIVEN
LATTICE FOR FILLING FACTOR ν < 1
Here we shall concentrate on a larger lattice sys-
tem characterized by a filling factor smaller than unity,
namely we consider the case of five bosons trapped in an
eleven-well potential. To understand and interpret the
dynamics let us firstly briefly comment on the ground
state properties of the system. An important property
of the ground state is the spatial redistribution of the
atoms as the interparticle repulsion increases. The non-
interacting ground state (g=0) is the product of the
single-particle eigenstates spreading across the entire lat-
tice, while the presence of the hard-wall boundaries ren-
der the neighborhood of the central well of the potential
slightly more populated. Increasing the repulsion within
the weak interaction regime the atoms are pushed to the
outer sites which gain and lose population in the course
of increasing g [58].
In the following, let us firstly focus on the driven
bosonic dynamics induced, at t = 0, by a vibrating
eleven-well potential to the ground state of five repul-
sively interacting bosons with g = 0.05. Figures 7(a),
(b) demonstrate the response of the system on the one-
body level for different driving frequencies ωD, but the
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same driving amplitude δ = 0.03. The overall out-
of-equilibrium behavior shows similar characteristics as
in the case of the triple well, i.e. the occurrence of
out-of-phase dipole-like modes among the outer wells of
the lattice, a local-breathing mode in the central well
and an inter-well tunneling mode accompanying the dy-
namics. In addition, a transition from a non-resonant
(Figure 7(a)) to a resonant intra-well dynamics (Figure
7(b)) by adjusting ωD is observed at the same frequency
ωD = 2.875 as in the triple well case. This resonant be-
havior is again manifested (Figure 7(b)) on the one-body
density evolution as the formation of enhanced density
oscillations at each site being further related to a grad-
ual depopulation of the zeroth band during the evolution.
In terms of the significant contributing number states we
can infer that out-of-resonance the dynamics can well be
described by the set of lowest-band states (with a small
contribution from the excited band states), while at res-
onance the inclusion of number states which obey the
constraints
∑11
i=1 n
(1)
i = N − 1, n(3)i = 0 and n(2)i = 1
for k = 1, ..., 11 is necessary. Contributions from ex-
cited states to the second band, i.e.
∑11
i=1 n
(1)
i = N − 1,
n
(2)
i = 0 and n
(3)
i = 1 for k = 1, ..., 11 also exist but they
are negligible in comparison to the excitations to the first
excited band.
Another important observation here is that by tuning
the driving frequency ωD close to resonance the tunneling
dynamics is modified. To explicate the latter, we employ
as a measure of the inter-well tunneling the spatially in-
tegrated middle-well density PM (t) =
∫ pi/2
−pi/2 dxρ1(x, t),
shown in Figure 7(c) for different driving frequencies,
namely before, exactly at and after the resonance. Ap-
proaching ωD = 2.875 from below a diffusion to the outer
wells is observed. At the region of ωD = 2.875 the tun-
neling dynamics is slowed down, i.e. the occupation of
the middle well is fluctuating around a mean value. For
ωD > 2.875 the tunneling process is modified and a ten-
dency for the particles to concentrate in the central well is
observed. Employing a corresponding number state anal-
ysis we can infer that for ωD > 2.875 states with higher
occupancy in the central well gain prominence. The same
behavior of the tunneling dynamics (before and after the
resonance) is also observed in the triple well case. Fur-
thermore, let us inspect the influence of an interaction
quench on top of the driven lattice. As expected in-
tuitively, by increasing the interaction quench the tun-
neling process decreases. Figure 7(d) shows PM (t) for
different interaction quench amplitudes on top of the pe-
riodically driven lattice with ωD = 0.75 (i.e. away from
the resonance). It is observed that PM (t) becomes steady
for increasingly longer times as we increase δg, thus in-
dicating a decrease of the corresponding inter-well tun-
neling dynamics. Finally, note that due to the low filling
the admixing modes, induced after an interaction quench
upon the periodically driven lattice, in the outer wells are
hardly visible and therefore not shown here.
Let us further investigate the signature of the resonant
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FIG. 8. One body coherence function for different time in-
stants (t1 = 1.0, t2 = 56.0, t3 = 123.0 and t4 = 193.0) dur-
ing the evolution caused by a periodically driven eleven-well
potential (a,b,c,d) with ωD = 0.75 and (e,f,g,h) ωD = 3.0.
(i,j,k,l) shows the evolution of the one-body coherence in a
periodically driven potential with ωD = 0.75 and a simulta-
neous interaction quench with amplitude δg = 1.0. The driv-
ing amplitude is fixed to the value δ = 0.03 and the initial
state corresponds to the ground state of five weakly interact-
ing bosons with g = 0.05.
regions as well as the effect of the interaction quench on
top of the periodically driven lattice by exploring the
first order correlation function (see Eq.(8)), in coordi-
nate space, which quantifies the degree of spatial co-
herence of the interacting system [51]. It is important
to stress that, within the single-orbital Gross-Pitaevskii
theory, the quantum wavepacket remains coherent at all
times in contrast to a many-body calculation where it
exhibits prominent time-varying structures which in turn
indicate the rise of fragmentation on the system as the
correlations between particles build up. From this point
of view we expect a strong influence on the change of
the spatial distribution of the atoms in the lattice ei-
ther due to the resonant driving or as a consequence
of the interaction quench. Foccussing on small driving
frequencies (ωD = 0.75) within the weakly interacting
regime (g = 0.05) we observe the spread of the coher-
ence (Figures 8(a),(b),(c),(d)) through the lattice sites
as time evolves. The diagonal elements are always per-
fectly coherent and their first neighboors remain close to
unity throughout the time evolution. The off-diagonal el-
ements are partially coherent, and are oscillating around
the value 0.5, while for comparatively long evolution
times a site selective off-diagonal long range order ap-
pears (see Figure 8(d)). Turning our attention to the
resonant driving (see Figures 8(e),(f),(g),(h)) a different
behavior throughout the time evolution is observed: On
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short time scales only the diagonal elements remain co-
herent and the off-diagonal is partially coherent. As time
evolves a substantial loss of coherence even on the diag-
onal is observed, while the off-diagonal elements exhibit
a much more prominent and complex structure. A direct
comparison at equal times of the correlation function for
non-resonant and resonant driving shows that resonant
driving and loss of coherence go hand in hand with each
other. On the other hand, by performing an interaction
quench on top of the driving, the coherence (see Figures
8(i),(j),(k),(l)) is unity along the diagonal, while for suffi-
ciently long evolution times it tends to vanish away from
the diagonal. Finally, note that the off-diagonal contri-
butions tend to fade out (but never vanish completely
even for stronger quenches since the particles always re-
main delocalized) with increasing quench amplitude and
a tendency for concentration close to the diagonal is ob-
served at equal times. This indicates that the strength
of the interaction between the particles strongly affects
the correlations; the stronger the inter-particle repulsion,
the stronger the loss of coherence. As a concluding re-
mark we can infer that either the resonant driving or a
quench on top of the driving entails an intensified loss of
coherence.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In the present work, the few-body correlated
non-equilibrium quantum dynamics of an interaction
quenched bosonic cloud in an external periodically driven
finite-size optical lattice has been investigated. The ef-
fect of an interaction quench on top of the driven lattice
has been analyzed. We focus on large lattice depths and
small driving amplitudes in order to limit the degree of
excitations that could lead to the creation of the cradle
motion [37] or even to heating processes. Starting from
the ground state of a weakly interacting small atomic en-
semble, we examine in detail the time evolution of the
system in the periodically driven optical lattice by a si-
multaneous interaction quench.
It has been shown that for the case of the periodically
driven lattice one can induce out-of-phase local dipole
modes in the outer wells, while a local breathing mode
can be generated in the central well. This is in direct con-
trast with a shaken lattice, where only in-phase dipole
modes are excited. A wide range of driving frequen-
cies has been considered in order to unravel the range
from adiabatic to high frequency driving. We observe
that within the intermediate frequency regimes, being in-
tractable by current analytical methods, the system can
be driven to a far out-of-equilibrium state when com-
pared to other driving frequency regions. In particular,
a resonance of the intra-well dynamics occurs with en-
hanced tunneling dynamics, thus opening energetically
higher-lying inter-well tunneling channels. A prominent
signature of the resonant regions as well as the effect
of the interaction is provided via the study of the time-
dependence of the first order coherence, where intensified
loss of coherence is observed. This loss of coherence con-
stitutes an independent signature of the resonant regions,
allowing to study it from another perspective and, poten-
tially, to measure it in experiments. Following an inter-
action quench on top of the periodically driven lattice
for various driving frequencies, we can trigger more ef-
fectively the inter-well as well as the intra-well dynamics
and steer the system towards strongly out-of-equilibrium
regimes. Here, the tunneling as well as the local breath-
ing mode in the middle-well are amplified, while in the
outer wells the atomic cloud experiences an admixture
of a dipole and a breathing component. This admixture
leads to simultaneous oscillations around the minimum
of the well as well as a contraction and expansion in the
course of the dynamics. Our analysis shows that one can
use the interaction quench to manipulate the tunneling
frequency rendering the single-particle tunneling domi-
nant even at resonance. Concerning the on-site modes it
is shown that an interaction quench can be used in order
to manipulate their amplitude oscillations yielding also a
strong influence on the excitation dynamics.
Subsequently, the dynamics of the periodically driven
lattice (i.e. for a fixed driving frequency) as a function
of the quench amplitude has been studied. In particular,
the tunneling contains three modes, the breathing pos-
sesses two frequency branches and the corresponding ad-
mixture three branches: one from the breathing compo-
nent and two which refer to the dipole component. Fur-
thermore, five resonances between the inter-well tunnel-
ing dynamics and the intra-well dynamics have been re-
vealed. The inter-well tunneling experiences a resonance
with the breathing component of the central well, two
resonances with the breathing component of the outer
wells and two resonances with the dipole component of
the outer wells. These resonances can further be ma-
nipulated via the frequency of the periodic driving. As
a result, the combination of different driving protocols
can excite different inter- and intra-well modes as well
as manifest various energetically higher components of
a mode. Most importantly, the observed resonances be-
tween different inter- and intra-well modes demonstrate
the richness of the system, while their dependence on var-
ious system parameters, e.g. the driving frequency shows
the tunability of the system. The above-mentioned real-
ization of multiple resonances constitutes arguably one
of the central results of our investigation, which to the
best of our knowledge has never been reported in such a
setting.
Finally, let us comment on possible future extensions
of the present work. Our analysis reveals that a combina-
tion of different driving protocols can induce admixtures
of excited modes which in the present case corespond to
admixtures of dipole-like and breathing-like modes. In
this direction, it would be a natural next step to find the
optimal pulse of the interaction quench protocol in order
to induce a perfectly shaped squeezed state. Also the
understanding and prediction of the long-time dynamics
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imposing the interaction quench on the driven lattice at
different transient times is certainly of interest.
Appendix A: Harmonic oscillator: Admixtures of
dipole-like and breathing-like modes
In the present Appendix we shall briefly demonstrate
the creation of admixtures of excitations consisting of a
dipole and a breathing component in the dynamics of
a bosonic ensemble confined in a one-dimensional har-
monic oscillator. To begin with, let us firstly comment
on the creation of each of the above excited modes sepa-
rately. It is well known that a quench on the frequency
of the harmonic oscillator or on the interatomic repulsive
interaction induces a breathing mode oscillation of the
atomic cloud. On the other hand, a sudden displacement
or a periodic driving, e.g. shaking, of the harmonic os-
cillator can induce a dipole mode in the atomic cloud.
However, a combination of the above techniques can in-
duce in the dynamics [59] more complicated modes and
requires computational methods which can take into ac-
count higher orbitals, i.e. correlations. Here, we aim at
illuninating this scenario by examining the evolution of
an atomic cloud consisting of six bosons initially (t < 0)
prepared in the ground state of an harmonic oscillator
potential. Subsequently, (t > 0) the cloud is subjected
to a periodic driving and a simultaneous quench on the
interatomic repulsive interaction. Thus, the Hamiltonian
that governs the dynamics reads
H =
N∑
i=1
(
p2i
2M
+ VD(xi; t)
)
+ gf
∑
i<j
δ(xi − xj), (A1)
where the periodic driving of the harmonic oscillator is
modelled via the time-dependent potential VD(x; t) =
ω2
2 (x−A sin(ωDt))2 and δg = gf−gin denotes the quench
amplitude. Figure 9(a) illustrates the dynamics of the
atomic cloud on the single-particle level by employing
the one-body density. It is observed that the cloud not
only oscillates inside the external trap but also changes
its shape during the oscillation. This is a clear signature
that the induced mode is different from a pure dipole
mode or a pure breathing mode but it is an admixture of
the above mentioned excitations. To indicate explicitly
this fact we illustrate in Figure 9(b) the profiles of the
one-body density at certain time-instants during the evo-
lution. The cloud compresses and decompresses (caused
by the interaction quench) during its oscillation (caused
by the driven oscillator) inside the external harmonic
trap. On the contrary, a cloud which is only subjected
to the above external driving (see Figure 9(c)) performs
the well-known dipole oscillation and the wavepacket ex-
hibits oscillations with constant width and amplitude.
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FIG. 9. (a) Time evolution of the one-body density ρ1(x, t)
caused by a periodically driven harmonic trap with ωD = 0.25
and a simultaneous interaction quench with amplitude δg =
1.6. The driving amplitude is fixed to the value A = 0.6,
while the initial state corresponds to the ground state of six
weakly interacting bosons with g = 0.05. We also illustrate
the one-body density profiles at certain time instants (see leg-
end) during the evolution of the periodically driven oscillator
with (b) δg = 1.6 and (c) δg = 0.
Appendix B: Remarks on the resonant intra-well
dynamics of the driven lattice
In the present Appendix we shall briefly comment on
the characteristics of the resonant dynamics of the driven
lattice from a one-body perspective. Indeed, Figure 10(a)
presents ρ1(x, t) at ωD = 2.75. The overall dynam-
ics exhibits enhanced density modulations being mani-
fest as internal fast oscillations and large amplitude os-
cillations in each well of period ∼ 20. The inter-well
tunneling is also enhanced in comparison to small ωD’s
(see Figure 2(a)). A similar intrawell resonant behav-
ior has been observed in [35], where enhanced and in-
phase oscillating dipoles have been revealed. On the
contrary, here, we observe enhanced and out-of-phase os-
cillating dipole modes as well as an amplified breathing
mode in the center. Thus, exploiting the presently used
driving scheme we have the possibility to open an addi-
tional energetic channel. To quantify that the driven
lattice induced dynamical features are independent of
the interaction strength g or the particle number N we
calculate the deviation of the local density oscillation
from its mean value, i.e. Λ =
∫ T
0
dt|∆ρα(t)−∆ρα|/T ,
where ∆ρα =
∫ T
0
dt∆ρα(t)/T denotes the mean oscil-
lation amplitude over the considered propagation time
T and ∆ρα(t) refers to the intra-well wavepacket asym-
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metry. Figure 10(b) shows the mean amplitude of the
intra-well oscillation for the left well as a function of the
driving frequency ωD for different interaction strengths
g but the same particle number. The mean amplitude
with a varying ωD increases up to ωD = 2.875 where it
exhibits a peak (position of the resonance) and then de-
creases again exhibiting several smaller peaks at frequen-
cies where the system is driven far from equilibrium (see
also Figure 1(a)). Comparing the dynamics for differ-
ent interactions it is observed that the ensemble exhibits
the same overall behavior but the mean oscillation ampli-
tude is slightly larger (for higher interactions) especially
in the region of the central peak. This is a direct in-
teraction effect, since the system possesses more energy.
On the other hand, in order to investigate whether the
above results are independent of the particle number the
same quantity (Λ) is shown in Figure 10(c) for varying
particle number, namely N = 4, 8. The mean amplitude
presents the same overall behavior with respect to the
driving frequency ωD but it is also slightly larger for in-
creasing particle number with a maximal deviation of the
order of 30%.
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FIG. 10. (a) Time evolution of the one-body density ρ1(x, t)
in a triple well for ωD = 2.75. The driving amplitude is fixed
to the value δ = 0.03, while the initial state corresponds to the
ground state of four weakly interacting bosons with g = 0.05.
(b) Mean oscillation amplitude Λ of the left well for N = 4
bosons as a function of the driving frequency ωD for different
interparticle repulsion (see legend). (c) The same as (b) but
for fixed interaction g = 0.2 and different particle number (see
legend).
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FIG. 11. Fidelity evolution FωD(t) of a periodically driven
triple well with (a) ωD = 2.5 and (b) ωD = 7.5 with an in-
creasing number of SPFs (see legend). (c), (d) FωD(t) for
various SPFs (see legend) with a simultaneous interaction
quench of amplitude (c) δg = 0.5 and (d) δg = 2.0 on top
of the periodically driven triple well with ωD = 0.75.
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FIG. 12. Fidelity evolution FωD(t) of a periodically driven
triple well with (a) ωD = 2.5 and (b) ωD = 7.5 with an in-
creasing number of grid sizes (see legend). (c), (d) FωD(t) for
various grid sizes (see legend) with a simultaneous interaction
quench of amplitude (c) δg = 0.5 and (d) δg = 2.0 on top of
the periodically driven triple well with ωD = 0.75.
Appendix C: The Computational Approach:
MCTDHB
To solve the many-body Schro¨dinger equation
(i~∂t −H) Ψ(x, t) = 0 of the interacting bosons as an
initial value problem |Ψ(0)〉 = |Ψ0〉, we employ the
Multi-Configuration Time-Dependent Hartree method
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for Bosons (MCTDHB) [39, 40, 60]. The latter con-
stitutes an efficient and accurate method both for the
stationary properties and the non-equilibrium quantum
dynamics of systems consisting of a single bosonic species
and has already been applied for a wide set of problems,
see e.g. [60–63]. The wavefunction is represented by a set
of variationally optimized time-dependent orbitals which
implies an optimal truncation of the Hilbert space by em-
ploying a time-dependent moving basis where the system
can be instantaneously optimally represented by time-
dependent permanents. Thus, the many-body wavefunc-
tion which is expanded in terms of the bosonic number
states |n1, n2, ..., nM ; t〉, based on time-dependent single-
particle functions (SPFs) |φi(t)〉, i = 1, 2, ...,M , reads
|Ψ(t)〉 =
∑
~n
C~n(t) |n1, n2, ..., nM ; t〉. (C1)
Here M is the number of SPFs and the summation ~n
is over all the possible combinations ni such that the
total number of bosons N is conserved. Note that in
the limit in which M approaches the number of grid
points the above expansion is equivalent to a full con-
figuration interaction approach. However, in the case
of M = 1 the many-body wavefunction is given by a
single permanent |n1 = N ; t〉 and the method reduces to
the time-dependent Gross Pitevskii equation. To deter-
mine the time-dependent wave function |Ψ(t)〉 we need
the equations of motion for the coefficients C~n(t) and
of the SPFs |φi(t)〉. Following e.g. the Dirac-Frenkel
[64, 65] variational principle, i.e. 〈δΨ|i∂t − Hˆ |Ψ〉 = 0,
we end up with the well-known MCTDHB equations
of motion [39, 40, 60] consisting of a set of M non-
linear integrodifferential equations of motion for the or-
bitals which are coupled to the (N+M−1)!N !(M−1)! linear equa-
tions of motion for the coefficients. Finally, let us re-
mark that in terms of our implementation we use an
extended version of MCTDHB being referred to in the
literature as the Multi-Layer Multi-Configuration Time-
Dependent Hartree method for Bosons (ML-MCTDHB)
[66, 67]. This package is particularly suitable for treating
systems consisting of different bosonic species, while for
the case of a single species it reduces to MCTDHB.
For our numerical implementation a discrete variable
representation (DVR) for the SPFs and a sine-DVR,
which intrinsically introduces hard-wall boundaries at
both edges of the potential, has been employed. The
preparation of the initial state has been performed by
using the so-called relaxation method in terms of which
one obtains the lowest eigenstates of the correspond-
ing m-well setup. The key idea is to propagate some
trial wave function Ψ(0)(x) by the non-unitary operator
e−Hτ . This is equivalent to an imaginary time propaga-
tion and for τ → ∞, the propagation converges to the
ground state, as all other contributions (i.e., e−Enτ ) are
exponentially suppressed. In turn, we periodically drive
the optical lattice and perform a quench on the strength
of the interparticle repulsion and study the evolution of
Ψ(x1, x2, .., xN ; t) in the m-well potential within MCT-
DHB.
Within our simulations the following overlap criteria
are fullfilled |〈Ψ|Ψ〉 − 1| < 10−9 and |〈ϕi|ϕj〉 − δij | <
10−10 for the total wavefunction and the SPFs respec-
tively. Furthermore, to ensure the convergence of our
simulations we have used up to 12(11) optimized single
particle functions for the triple-(eleven) well, thereby ob-
serving a systematic convergence of our results for suf-
ficiently large spatial grids. In particular, we have used
350 spatial grid points in the case of a triple-well and
800 spatial grid points for the eleven-well potential. In
the following, let us briefly demonstrate the convergence
procedure concerning our simulations either with an in-
creasing number of SPFs (and fixed number of 350 grid
points) or for a varying number of grid points and a
fixed number of SPFs, M = 12. Figure 11 shows the
fidelity evolution for different numbers of SPFs, namely
M = 8, 10, 12, for the driven triple well at driving fre-
quencies ωD = 2.5, ωD = 7.5 (see Figures 11(a), (b)
respectively) and FωD(t) by employing simultaneous in-
teraction quenches with amplitudes δg = 0.5, δg = 2.0
on top of the driving, ωD = 0.75, (see Figures 11(c), (d)
respectively). A systematic convergence of the fidelity
evolution (for M > 8) is observed for increasing num-
ber of SPFs. For instance, the maximum deviation (at
ωD = 2.5) observed in the fidelity evolution (see Figure
11(a)) calculated using 8 and 12 SPFs respectively is of
the order of 0.3% at large evolution times (t > 200).
Furthermore, in order to show the convergence with an
increasing number of grid points Figure 12 presents the
fidelity evolution of the driven triple well at ωD = 2.5,
ωD = 7.5 (see Figures 12(a), (b) respectively) and by
performing interaction quenches with δg = 0.5, δg = 2.0
on top of the driven triple well, ωD = 0.75, (see Figures
12(c), (d) respectively). Again, we observe convergence
for an increasing number of grid points (especially for grid
sizes that contain larger than 300 spatial grid points).
For instance, the maximum deviation (at ωD = 2.5) ob-
served in the fidelity evolution (see Figure 12(a)) calcu-
lated using 300 and 350 grid points respectively (and 12
SPFs) is of the order of 0.1% at large evolution times
(t > 250). The same analysis has also been performed
for the eleven well case (omitted here for brevity) show-
ing the same behavior. Another criterion that confirms
the achieved convergence is the population of the lowest
occupied natural orbital kept in each case below 0.1%.
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